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ABSTRACT
Transient phenomena are interesting and potentially highly revealing of details about the processes under obser-
vation and study that could otherwise go unnoticed. It is therefore important to maximize the sensitivity of the
method used to identify such events. In this article we present a general procedure based on the use of the like-
lihood function for identifying transients that is particularly suited for real-time applications, because it requires
no grouping or pre-processing of the data. The method makes use of all the information that is available in the
data throughout the statistical decision making process, and is suitable for a wide range of applications. Here we
consider those most common in astrophysics which involve searching for transient sources, events or features in
images, time series, energy spectra, and power spectra, and demonstrate the use of the method in the case of a weak
X-ray flare in a time series and a short-lived quasi-periodic oscillation in a power spectrum. We derive a fit statistic
that is ideal for fitting arbitrarily shaped models to a power density distribution, which is of general interest in all
applications involving periodogram analysis.
Key words: methods: data analysis – methods: statistical
1. INTRODUCTION
Some physical processes can be considered continuous in the
sense that the discretization of measurements comes from the
detector’s sampling rate. Others are discrete in the sense that
they give rise to individual events that can be detected as such,
as long as the sampling is faster than the detection rate. For non-
variable processes, the values of the measurements will gener-
ally be distributed as either a normal variable—in those seen as
continuous, or as a Poisson variable—in those that are discrete.
The way in which the measurements are distributed is abso-
lutely crucial in applying the appropriate statistical treatment.
But irrespective of that distribution, each measurement carries
information that can be used to estimate the values of the pa-
rameters of models that help us learn about the processes be-
ing observed. Most importantly, each measurement considered
individually, and the collection of measurements as a whole,
all carry statistical evidence that can be used to accurately as-
sess the agreement between a given hypothesis or model and
the data.
Treating data as evidence is a powerful means to detect
changes, differences, deviations or variations in any kind of pro-
cess that is observed. Treating data as statistical evidence is, in
fact, the only way that data should be treated no matter what
the application or circumstances, because that is what data ac-
tually is. The way this is done, mathematically and statistically,
is through the likelihood function.
As obvious as this is, it is important to point out that the de-
tection of an event or feature that is localized in time, involves
identifying something that was not there before. Whether it
rises, dwells, and decays over weeks and months like a super-
nova, or whether it just appears and disappears in a fraction of
a second like a γ-ray burst; whether it manifests as a complete
change of shape of the energy spectrum during a state transition
in a black hole, or as the short-lived emission line from an accre-
tion event; whether it comes as a sudden change of spectral in-
dex in the power spectrum or as the appearance of an ephemeral
quasi-periodic oscillation (QPO); all of these phenomena, inde-
pendently of their particular timescale, share in common that
they appear as a sharp change in the data.
Detection and identification of a transient feature in an en-
semble of measurements is a statistical procedure that involves
comparing numbers and making decisions based on probabil-
ities or, in fact, on probability ratios, and in other words, on
likelihoods. Naturally, we would like to use the most powerful
method for the problem at hand. Thus, whatever the applica-
tion, we want to maximize sensitivity to transient phenomena,
and minimize the frequency of identifying a statistical fluctu-
ation as an actual event. For this reason we must use all the
information that is available, without degrading in any way the
data the instruments provide us with, and interpret these as sta-
tistical evidence.
In this article we address this task of identifying transients,
in the most general sense of the word, without reference to
the kind of phenomenon nor the kind of data we are working
with. In light of this, we use the word transient in a sense that
is broader than its customary usage, which refers to a source
whose intensity varies dramatically enough to go from being
invisible to detectable or even bright, and back to being unde-
tectable. We define a transient as any feature or change that
can be identified in the data as statistically distinct from the
global process and underlying conditions. This definition there-
fore implies that if a feature cannot be distinguished by statis-
tical means, it cannot be detected and identified. Whether this
is because the transient is too weak or too long-lived does not
matter. The limitations of a particular detection procedure, with
its own thresholds and timescales, can always be accurately es-
tablished before applying it.
We develop and present a general method based on the like-
lihood function that can be applied to a wide range of prob-
lems (Section 2). We describe the procedure (Section 2.1),
what the likelihood function is (Section 2.2), and illustrate the
method for a general counting experiment (Section 2.3). We
elaborate on the procedure’s use and applicability in astron-
omy and astrophysics (Section 3) by considering, after a few
introductory remarks (Section 3.1), its application to images
(Section 3.2), time series (Section 3.3), energy spectra (Sec-
tion 3.4), and power spectra (Section 3.5). We briefly discuss
identification of transients over a variable background in the
next section (Section 2) and in the concluding remarks (Sec-
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tion 4).
The mathematical statistics of likelihood are from the work of
Fisher (1912, 1922); the philosophical basis for, understanding
of, and inspiration to work with and interpret data as statistical
evidence are primarily from Royall (1997); and other technical
details of data analysis and statistics are mostly from Cowan
(1997).
2. IDENTIFYING TRANSIENTS
A transient can only be identified as such in relation to some-
thing else: in relation to the underlying background conditions.
There are two families of circumstances pertaining to the char-
acteristics of the background process that cover all cases under
which transients may appear: the process can be constant or it
can be variable. In absolute terms, it could be said that if a pro-
cess is not constant, then it is variable. In practice, however, the
variability is characterized by timescales above which the pro-
cess is seen to be variable, but below which it cannot, or at least
not easily be seen to be variable. Furthermore, the variability
will in general manifest differently at different timescales.
In most applications where transient sources are searched for,
they are not detectable until they brighten for a while before
once more fading away below the detection level. Therefore,
the background is characterized by the statistical and instru-
mental fluctuations inherent to the particular experimental setup
and sky pixel where the source appears. This is also gener-
ally true for supernovae and γ-ray bursts at all wavelengths (but
on different timescales), as well as for X-ray novae or X-ray
flares, bursts or flashes in most systems: the underlying back-
ground is usually constant or very weakly variable in compar-
ison to the sharp change in intensity associated with the tran-
sient phenomenon.1 In the energy and power spectra, irrespec-
tive of spectral shape, transient phenomena will also most often
appear against a constant or very weakly variable background.
Therefore, in all these cases and in the majority of applications
searching for transients, the background is constant or nearly
so.
In fact, this is indeed what allows these short-lived phenom-
ena to be considered and labeled as transient. However, as the
intensity of the background against which we seek to identify
a transient of a given magnitude increases, the ability to do so
decreases. If instead of increasing in intensity the background
were to increase in its variability, the ability to identify a tran-
sient similarly decreases. In both cases, it is a question of scales:
of the intensity scale and of the timescale. In the first case,
statistical identification depends mostly on the ratio of inten-
sities between the transient and the background (the commonly
held notion of signal-to-noise ratio), but also on its duration: the
brighter, the easier to identify; and if it is not bright, the longer it
lasts, the easier to identify. In the second, identification depends
more on the ratio of the transient’s duration to the timescale
of the variability of the background, but obviously also on the
magnitude of its intensity: the shorter in duration, the easier
to identify with respect to a slowly variable background; and
naturally the brighter it is, the easier the identification.
Hence, these factors both come into play, and gain or lose in
importance depending on the characteristics of the physical pro-
cess being observed, and also, most sensitively, on the quality
1 The work of Scargle (1998) and Scargle et al. (2013) on astronomical time
series, with which we were not acquainted while developing our method, is dif-
ferent in its details but quite similar in spirit (even if more complicated in pre-
sentation and implementation) and seems well suited for γ-ray burst searches
in X-ray and γ-rays time series.
of the data. It is important to underline that these elements—
intensity ratios and variability timescales—can and should be
considered and worked with as parameters in order to establish
optimal detection algorithms and thresholds for different prob-
lems in various kinds of data sets, as well as to determine the
limitations of our methods that should ultimately always be sta-
tistical in nature, and dependent on the quality and kind of data,
not on weaknesses in the methods themselves. We will carry
out and present such an investigation and quantitative charac-
terization of these issues, including the discussion of commonly
encountered complications in a future work, together with ap-
plications to data from different experiments and surveys.
The purpose of this paper is to present the foundational as-
pects of the method and illustrate how it can be of immediate
applicability in a variety of situations that include the search for
transient features in X-ray and γ-ray data, transient sources in
optical sky surveys, radio transients, and in particular rotating
radio transients that are currently typically identified by eye.
Our basic working assumption, which does indeed cover most
applications, is that we are dealing with a background that is
constant (nil or not) on the timescales relevant to the problem
of identifying transients.
The method is straight forward and based on the likelihood
function. As such, all of the details that pertain to the inher-
ent statistical properties of the kind of random variable that re-
sults from the observational process (e.g., normal, Poisson, ex-
ponential) are automatically and effortlessly taken into account
at every step, and integrated in every aspect of the procedure.
The presentation is intended to be as clear, intuitive and easy
as possible, with minimal formalism. It is worth noting that
the tools for this have been available in practice at least since
Fisher (1922), and in principle since Bayes & Price (1763).
The method makes use of every measurement, does not require
grouping or approximations, and therefore does not impose on
the data any degradation of its resolution or accuracy, no matter
what kind of data it is. Since the approach is the same in all
circumstances where the aim is to detect a transient, it is de-
scribed in general terms and its principles demonstrated in the
next section. Astrophysics applications are discussed afterward.
2.1. Methodology
The first measurement gives the first estimate of the reference
value: the value we expect to measure under usual conditions
when there is no transient. With this single measurement we can
already draw the curve that expresses the likelihood of all possi-
ble reference values given the evidence carried by that measure-
ment.2 To draw this curve, we must make an informed assump-
tion as to how the measurements will be distributed around the
true value: we must make an informed assumption about the na-
ture of that random variable. As was mentioned, the most com-
mon in physical experiments are the normal distribution seen in
continuous processes like measuring temperature, and the Pois-
son distribution that arises when discrete events are recorded.
The likelihood function shows the maximum likelihood of the
true value, and the ratio between that and every other possible
value: it gives us the relative likelihood of any value with re-
spect to any other, depending only on the nature of the variable
and on the data.
2 In practice, most observations (from most patches of sky and most sources)
are not the first of their kind, and there is, therefore, no need to make a guess
of the expected intensity; it can just be determined from previous observations,
which implies that even the first measurement can be compared to the expected
reference value, and the sensitivity of the method does not depend on the num-
ber of prior measurements.
2
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The second measurement gives a second estimate of the ref-
erence value. Because we already have a likelihood function
based on the first measurement, the value of the second can be
immediately evaluated for its potential of being a transient—a
feature that stands out fromwhat is expected—by computing its
likelihood ratio with respect to the previously estimated maxi-
mum likelihood. Although limited by the accuracy with which
the mean is known, this is nonetheless the only mathematically
correct way to evaluate the likelihood of measuring that second
value in light of the first, without invoking an a priori model or
assumption. If the second measurement is not statistically dif-
ferent from the first beyond the established threshold, it is com-
bined with the first to better estimate the mean, and can also be
used to compute a first estimate of the standard deviation of the
distribution. The joint likelihood function is computed from the
two measurements and its central peak immediately begins to
grow narrower and hone in on the true value of the parameter.
The third measurement gives a third estimate of the reference,
the likelihood of measuring such a value is evaluated by the ra-
tio of the single-measurement likelihood function centered on
the maximum likelihood reference value given by the previ-
ously calculated joint likelihood. This is an important point:
the joint likelihood is the likelihood function of the reference
value given the entire set of measurements considered together
as a whole, and with each additional measurement, it gets nar-
rower and more finely peaked on the maximum likelihood ref-
erence value; the single-measurement likelihood is the function
that shows how likely it is to measure any given value each
time a measurement is made. The more precisely the reference
value is determined, the more reliable the location of the single-
measurement likelihood function. However, its shape depends
only on the probability density of the random variable and on
the reference value.3
With each subsequent measurement, the same procedure is
repeated: (1) compute the likelihood of the newly measured
value based on the single-measurement function defined by the
current maximum likelihood reference value; (2) if the likeli-
hood is less than the defined threshold, issue a transient event
trigger. Do not update the estimate of the reference value; (3) if
the likelihood is more than the defined threshold (within the
likelihood interval), recalculate the joint likelihood function in-
cluding the new measurement and update the maximum likeli-
hood reference value. The single or multiple thresholds used to
identify the occurrence of a transient event must be defined and
optimized according to the application.
2.2. The Likelihood Function
The likelihood is proportional to the product of probabilities.
However, because there are an infinite number of points on the
probability density function, the product of a collection of prob-
abilities will in general be unbounded. Hence, only the ratio of
likelihoods is meaningful. Although it is reminiscent of a prob-
ability distribution, it is quite distinct, because only its shape
matters while its scale does not. In the words of Fisher (1922, p.
3 We can formally incorporate the uncertainty in the determination of the ref-
erence value into the single-measurement likelihood function by computing the
cross-correlation of the joint and single-measurement functions, an operation
which yields a broadened function that tends to the pure probability density as
the joint likelihood tends toward a delta function. We have investigated this, and
found that it increases the complexity of the procedure substantially, but that the
effect is only appreciable in the first few measurements where a broadening is
seen. Beyond even a handful of measurements, the joint likelihood function is
narrow enough for the broadening to be negligible. It is therefore not warranted
to include this step unless we are dealing with a process that will only ever yield
a handful of measurements.
327), “the likelihood may be held to measure the degree of our
rational belief in a conclusion”, and in those of Royall (1997,
p. 28), “Probabilities measure uncertainty and likelihood ra-
tios measure evidence.” It is worth emphasizing the following
point: before making a measurement, we have probabilities; af-
ter making the measurement, we have likelihoods. We adopt
the convenient approach suggested by Fisher (1922) himself,
and normalize the likelihood function such that the maximum
equals one. This then implies that the value of every point on
the curve is already the ratio to the maximum likelihood.
The most fundamental distinction is that probability density
relates to the random variable whereas likelihood relates to the
parameter. The probability density function expresses how we
can expect the measured values of the random variable to be
distributed given a certain value of the parameter. For example,
if we take the rate parameter ν of the Poisson distribution to
be equal to 5 events per second, the density function tells us
that the probability to detect 5 events in a one second interval is
given by the value of the density function at 5 and equals 14.6%,
or that the probability to detect 10 events or more is given by
the sum from 10 onward and equals 1.4%.
Now, knowing that we are observing a Poisson process, say
that we measure five events in the sampling time of one second.
That measurement is made and the uncertainty about its value
therefore disappears. The value is now evidence about the prob-
ability distribution, about the unknown value of the parameter.
The likelihood function represents this evidence: it tells us that
the most likely value of the rate parameter ν is 5, and that, for
example, it is 1.1 times more likely than 6, 4.6 times more likely
than 10, and 32 times more likely than 13.4. Computing the
likelihood function, the y-axis is the relative likelihood and the
x-axis represents different values of the parameter. In the case
of a single measurement n0, the likelihood associated with each
value of the parameter ν on the abscissa is given by (propor-
tional to) f (n0;ν); for two measurements n1 and n2, it is given
by the product f (n1;ν) f (n2;ν).
In this work, we consider five families of random variables:
the Poisson, normal, χ2, exponential, and inverse-exponential.
For simplicity and clarity of presentation, the relevant equations
are given in the Appendix instead of being presented or derived
in the text.
2.3. Illustration of Method
The instrument is turned on and the observation begins. Noth-
ing is known other than that we are observing a non-variable
Poisson process. The sampling rate is one second and in the
first interval three events are detected. With this first measure-
ment, we can already compute the likelihood function of the
rate parameter ν, and because we have only one measurement,
the joint likelihood is identical to the single-measurement like-
lihood (Figure 1, panel (a)).
In the second interval, four events are detected. We calculate
the likelihood ratio for this measurement in relation to the pre-
viously estimated maximum likelihood value of the rate param-
eter which was 3, and find that it is L1(ν = 4)/L1(ν = 3) = 0.872
which is much larger than the warning threshold of 1/8 = 0.125.
Therefore, we compute the joint likelihood function using both
measurements, and now have a slightly more accurate estimate
of the rate parameter as exhibited by the narrower peak of the
joint likelihood; the single-measurement function is also up-
dated accordingly (Figure 1, panel (b)).
The observation continues and by the time we have made 7
measurements the joint likelihood is quite a bit narrower (Fig-
ure 1, panel (c)), and after 19 measurements the peak is sig-
3
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Figure 1. Graphical representation of the single-measurement and joint likelihood functions after one (panel (a)), two (panel (b)), seven (panel (c)) and nineteen
(panel (d)) measurements of a Poisson variable with a true rate parameter of ν = 5. The 1/8 likelihood interval is shown in panel (d).
nificantly narrower and peaks on the true rate parameter, νt = 5
(Figure 1, panel (d)). Naturally, the more measurements are
made, the sharper the peak grows, and hence the accuracy of
ourmaximum likelihood estimate of the rate parameterwhich in
turn defines the single-measurement likelihood function against
which we evaluate the evidence for the occurrence of a transient
with each new measurement by calculating the likelihood ratio;
the 1/8 likelihood interval is drawn and seen to extend from 1.2
to 10.2 in panel (d).
3. ASTROPHYSICAL TRANSIENTS
3.1. Introductory Remarks
The bounds between which changes can be detected are
defined by the instrument’s sampling rate for the shortest
timescales, and by the time spanned by the data on the longest:
if changes in the system take place much faster than the sam-
pling rate (millisecond pulses sampled on second timescales),
or much slower than the duration of the observation (an out-
burst that lasts longer than the time during which it was ob-
served without appreciable change in brightness), they will not
be readily detectable. Naturally, transient searches only have
meaning within these bounds.
Within these limits, the granularity in time of each iteration of
the likelihood procedure is a crucial factor. If made fine enough
compared to the timescale of the transient, the change will be
gradual and smooth enough to be unrecognized as such. There-
fore, the time between iterations must be chosen to ensure op-
timal sensitivity to timescales relevant to the problem. If there
are several, the solution is to runmultiple procedures in parallel,
each with a different characteristic timescale. Another solution
is to monitor the evolution of the average value of the likeli-
hood ratio as a function of time. This technique relies on the
stability of the value of the likelihood ratio, and is as sensitive
as our knowledge of the background conditions against which
we want to detect transient events (which grows with each ad-
ditional measurement), and most importantly on the probability
distribution of the measurements. Naturally, we can look at the
evolution of the likelihood ratio in each channel, in the joint
function or in both to maximize our sensitivity to specific kinds
of transients.
3.2. Transients in Images
Imaging data is acquired by differentmeans at different wave-
lengths, but in what concerns the task of identifying transient
features in these images, the main requirement is that there must
be at least more than two and preferably a collection of images
of the same region of the sky. Thus, independently of the actual
integration time of each snapshot or the means by which this
integration time is chosen, we can treat the problem of having
sky pixels, each with an ensemble of measured values that we
take as an intensity regardless of the units.
In regards to the intensity, there are two cases: (1) the in-
tensity in every pixel is independent of (not correlated with) the
intensity in any other pixel, or (2) the intensity in a given pixel is
related to the intensity of neighboring pixels. If the instrument’s
point spread function (PSF) is mostly contained within a single
detector pixel, then we consider each pixel to give independent
intensity measurements and also define the size of independent
sky pixels. If this is not the case and the PSF spreads on several
detector pixels, then we can either make sky pixels as large as
necessary to include a large enough fraction of the PSF in order
to be considered independent of neighboring sky pixels, or we
must include the model of the PSF in the analysis.
If pixel intensities are independent of one another, this makes
an image a collection of intensity measurements, one per pixel,
that each corresponds to a distinct region of the sky. Each
snapshot yields one such intensity measurement for each pixel,
and therefore the problem immediately reduces to the illustra-
tive case above: with the first snapshot, we already have the
means to construct the model for each pixel of what can be ex-
pected; with each additional snapshot, the model improves in
accuracy, and consequently, our ability to detect changes in in-
tensity increases; and the expected intensity in each sky pixel
is represented by the single-measurement likelihood function
centered and scaled in accord with the joint likelihood function
constructed from the ensemble of intensity measurements.
The two relevant functional forms are those of the Poisson
and the normal density distributions (Equations (A1) and (A6)).
The procedure was illustrated in Section 2.3 using the Poisson
function (Equations (A2) and (A3)), but maybe in most imaging
applications, the normal likelihood function (Equations (A7)
and (A8)) will be the appropriate one to use.
If the detector pixels are smaller than the PSF and the inten-
sity measurements are hence correlated with neighboring ones,
the problem is more complex in its details but the same in its
principle. The most significant difference in the approach is
that instead of treating images as a collection of independent
intensity measurements, they must be considered and modeled
as a whole. The global model will preferably be constructed
before the observation to include all known sources in the field.
With the first image, an intensity is estimated for each identi-
fied source included in the model taking into account the instru-
ment’s PSF, and then monitored using each subsequent snap-
shot. Accordingly, each source has its own joint likelihood
function that is better defined with each additional image, as
well as its own single-measurement likelihood function based
on the joint likelihood. These likelihood functions, however,
are based on the model of the PSF, and thus only indirectly on
4
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Figure 2. Time series of the simulated observation shown in counts per bin for 30 and 60 s bins (left panel, bottom and top respectively), and instantaneous count rate
calculated as the inverse of the time between events shown as a function of each event’s arrival time with the transient detection likelihood also evaluated in real time
(right panel, top and bottom respectively). The maximum value of the instantaneous rate is 2950 s−1, but the scale is truncated to 86 s−1 to match the scale of the 60 s
time series and better show the scatter. Values of the log-likelihood that do not meet the trigger criterion are shown at the warning threshold level of −2.1 (likelihood
of 0.14). The sole detection is that of the transient event, and it dips down to −48.41 (likelihood of 10−21).
the analytical probability density.
In addition, to the iteratively refined modeling of likelihood
functions for each identified source, every other pixel in the
image is monitored as if it were independent of all others in
the same way as in the previous case. This is obviously of
prime importance given that our aim is to detect transients and
especially new, weak, and invisible or otherwise unidentified
sources. When the intensity of one of these pixels is seen to
climb or fall out of its likelihood interval in a number of con-
secutive snapshots, the new source is then properly modeled
using the PSF as for all other sources in the field. The detailed
treatment depends on the PSF and is not carried out here for a
hypothetical case, but the use of a global model is analogous to
the treatment of both energy and power spectra. We thus leave
out of this section a more explicit discussion.
3.3. Transients in Time Series
The procedure for treating time series is, in fact, identical to
the one for a single independent sky pixel. And here also, no
grouping or resampling of any kind is necessary such that all
the information is used with full resolution to yield maximum
accuracy in our estimates.
If the intensity measurements are derived from snapshots, as
is often the case at many wavelengths, then a time series is made
up of intensities from a single pixel in the images as a function
of time. If instead, measurements consist of the detection of in-
dividual photons, then this can be treated either as in the general
illustration of the method in Section 2.3, or, to use every event
as each one is detected, the rate parameter can be estimated di-
rectly by the inverse of the time between events. For example,
a quarter of a second between two events gives a value of the
estimate of the intensity in events per second (the rate parame-
ter) of 4 s−1; if five seconds pass, then it is 0.2 s−1. Therefore,
whether the intensity is measured in a sky pixel as a function of
time in successive images, whether it is the number of events
detected during a given time interval, or whether it is estimated
by the inverse of the inter-arrival times for each and every de-
tected photon, the procedure remains the same in all respects
and is as in Section 2.3. There is, however, a crucial difference
in these three closely related cases that must be highlighted.
In the first case, we can expect the intensity values to be ei-
ther Poisson or normally distributed depending on the imag-
ing instrument and characteristics of the experiment; in the sec-
ond, they will always follow the Poisson distribution; and in the
third, because inter-arrival times are exponentially distributed,
the corresponding instantaneous rates will follow the inverse-
exponential distribution. The exact distribution of a given ran-
dom variable is the key to both the accuracy and the power of
the likelihood function in statistical analysis.
Figure 2 is a demonstration of the technique applied to an un-
binned time series (a list of event arrival times). In this example,
we are observing a hypothetical flaring X-ray source embedded
in a region from which the average event rate is 1 s−1. The ob-
servation lasted one hour, and contained a weak flare that lasted
about 30 s and counted exactly 33 events from start to finish.
Even though a hint of its presence is seen in the 30 s binned time
series (but not with 60 s bins), this event could easily have gone
unnoticed if the detection relied on the examination of similar
time series.
With the procedure described above, the flare is detected at
a log-likelihood of -48.41, and thus likelihood of about 10−21.
This is the combined likelihood of detecting at least eight con-
secutive events, each of which met the warning threshold, when
we expect the mean detection rate. In contrast, looking at the
peak that stands out in the 30 s binned time series, we would
compare a total intensity of 53 events against the expectation of
30, and find a likelihood of 5.8× 10−4, which might be enough
to make us raise an eyebrow, but not muchmore. This also helps
illustrate the important difference between the binned treatment
of the data and the unbinned likelihood approach that treats each
measurement individually.
In this example with a weak transient, the warning thresh-
old was set at the relatively high log-likelihood value of −2.1
(likelihood of 0.12), but the detection trigger was set to require
eight consecutive events over the warning threshold.4 Similar
searches will require this kind of strategy. For detecting strong
but short-lived transients, it would instead be better to use a very
low, single-point threshold. Each application has its own pur-
4 This detection strategy was optimized using simulations: when the obser-
vation did not include a burst, false positives were detected only 10% of the
time, but when a flare was included, although its strength is indeed very weak,
it was detected about 60% of the time.
5
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pose and thus optimal settings that can be very precisely tuned
with simulations.
Related considerations will be discussed in detail in a sub-
sequent paper, but it is worth noting again the significant dif-
ference between using the approach described here compared
to that of binning the time series and looking for outliers. Al-
though to establish the optimal warning threshold and the num-
ber of consecutive warnings required to define a transient is in-
deed akin to defining, by whatever means, the optimal bin time
for a particular kind of transient (e.g., Scargle (1998)), it is very
different in several ways. Using each measurement individu-
ally gives access to the full resolution of the data, and thus the
exact distribution in time of the measurements. This, in turn, al-
lows us to legitimately ask the question for each measurement
‘what is the likelihood of this measurement if we expect that?’
(the single-measurement likelihood), and also to ask the ques-
tion ‘what is the likelihood of these two, three, four or however
many measurements taken together as an ensemble, when we
expect this value?’ (the joint likelihood), and the answer is al-
ways perfectly well-defined and directly interpretable as statis-
tical evidence with respect to the question we are asking, (the
hypothesis we are testing). Using each measurement also al-
lows us to discriminate between consecutive measured values
above the warning threshold, and an concurrence of several sep-
arate fluctuations above that threshold that are not consecutive
but happened to occur in the same bin time interval.
3.4. Transients in Energy Spectra
In energy spectra, frequency histograms as a function of en-
ergy, transient features can also appear. When they do, they
can potentially give powerful clues as to the physical changes
in the conditions of the system under study. As with images,
there are two ways of approaching the problem: each energy
channel can be treated as independent of the others, in which
case the procedure is the same as that for independent pixels,
or we can recognize that the intensity in each spectral channel
is almost surely related to the intensity in every other channel
because radiative processes, other than those that manifest in
mono-energetic line emission, produce a continuum of radia-
tion. The former is simple, relies on no additional information
and can thus be very powerful to detect narrow features. It is,
however, limited in its sensitivity to changes that occur in sev-
eral channels simultaneously. The latter is more complex and
relies on the use of a global spectral model in order to treat the
problem with all channels considered together, but is substan-
tially more sensitive to subtle changes.
Hence, in the absence of a model, we use the former ap-
proach, treating each energy channel individually. We empha-
size the importance of using all spectral information provided
by the instrument and not grouping channels into coarser energy
bins because every measurement counts, and each one must be
used and accounted for.
Thus, with the very first measurement that falls in a single en-
ergy channel, the procedure is initiated and we have an estimate
of the expected value that is used to construct the first likeli-
hood function for that channel; with the second in the same
channel, the likelihood ratio of that measured value with re-
spect to the previous is calculated and evaluated for its poten-
tial as signaling a transient event, following which the joint and
single-measurement likelihood functions are updated; with the
third and every subsequent measurement, the same procedure is
followed.
With a reliable model, even if it is simple, the power to de-
tect changes in the shape of the spectrum increases markedly
because the amount of information contained within and used
to iteratively update the likelihood function is greater: all the
measurements in each channel add to our knowledge of every
other channel and makes the overall likelihood function as in-
formative as it can be. The means by which it is calculated and
updated is slightly different. In whichever way the measured
values are distributed in a channel, it is the model that links
these across the entire spectral range, and the key component
from which the likelihood function is constructed and on which
the entire procedure hinges.
From an initial estimate of the model’s parameter values we
define the joint likelihood function. In the case of Poisson dis-
tributed data, the function is the product of the contributing el-
ements from each channel, each supplying a term of the form
given in Equation (A1):
f (n;ν) =
νne−ν
n!
.
This yields an ensemble of such terms, each with a different
value of n: ni—the measured intensity in channel i, and a differ-
ent value of ν: νi—the model-predicted intensity in that chan-
nel. There is thus a single likelihood function: the joint likeli-
hood function for the model across all spectral channels, and it
is given by Equation (A4):
L(ν |n) =
∏
i
νi
ni e−νi
ni!
.
Here as in the other cases, every single additional measure-
ment brings an additional value of ni in channel i from which
the accuracy of estimates of νi can be improved. However,
unlike the procedure for independent pixels or spectral chan-
nels, the joint likelihood function is used to determine the most
likely model parameter values given the available data, and this
is done by fitting using the C statistic (Cash 1979) given by
C = −2lnL, with lnL given by Equation (A5). Since fitting en-
tails varying the values of the parameters in order to maximize
the likelihood and thus minimize the value of the fit statistic,
comparing different model parameters is done through the ratio
of likelihoods that translate to differences of log-likelihoods.
Hence, terms (in this case the term) that does not depend on
the parameters, will not contribute and can be dropped. The fit
statistic becomes
C = 2
∑
i
[νi − ni ln(νi)] . (1)
Thus what is updated with each measurement or iteration are
the model’s parameter values, and the identification of tran-
sient spectral features is based on the likelihood of the current
freshly updated observed spectrum in relation to the previous
best fit model. The thresholds are optimized for the applica-
tion, both in terms of the individual value of the likelihood ratio
after each measurement and in terms of the number of consec-
utive unlikely values. A discussion of the historical context, the
motivation for, and the details that relate to procedures used in
comparing data and models is the subject of another paper in
preparation, and we therefore do not go any further into this
here.
3.5. Transients in Power Spectra
The power spectrum is estimated by the periodogram and car-
ries information about various scales in the observed system.
Because it presents what is called “power”, which is a measure
of the amount of “activity” at a given frequency or timescale,
the power spectrum conveys information about both dynamical
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Figure 3. Illustration of the relationship between standard normal, χ2 and exponential variables. Using the event list of the time series presented in Figure 2, and
calculating the phases corresponding to the independent periods between 0.5 and 3600 s, in panel (a) we see the normalized frequency distribution of the scaled
variable c =
√
2NC overlaid with the standard normal density function; in panel (b) we see its square, c2 = 2NC, overlaid with the χ21 density function; and in panel
(c) we see the normalized distribution of the Rayleigh statistic, R2 = c2 + s2, overlaid with the χ22, which is the exponential density function with τ = 2. Panel (d)
illustrates using 105 pseudo-random numbers, the difference between the sum of five χ22 variables, which results in the unimodal a χ
2
10 distribution peaking at eight,
and the distribution that results from multiplying or scaling a χ22 by five, which yields the exponential distribution with τ = 10.
and distance scales. Any spontaneous and stochastic, or trig-
gered and stimulated event that leads to a reconfiguration of the
dynamics of the system, be it local or global, will generally
manifest itself in the power spectrum. How this will then trans-
late into the periodogram for a given geometry and observing
conditions depends upon how large, long lasting, and coherent
the event, and surely most importantly, on the sensitivity of the
instrument with which the system is being observed. Neverthe-
less, such transients can potentially be detected and identified
as such, and we seek the best means to do so.
The approach most resembles the treatment of energy spectra
in its details. For power spectra as well, the problem can be
treated as though the values in each channel, in this case fre-
quency channels, were independent of one another—something
that is only true when the power spectrum is globally flat with
equal power at all frequencies—or it can be treated with the use
of a global model that prescribes how the values in the differ-
ent channels are related. Note that in both cases, the model can
be theoretical, or empirical and constructed from the succes-
sive iterations of measurements and refinement of the estimated
spectrum by computations of the periodogram. Therefore, con-
ceptually and procedurally, this problem is the same as for the
energy spectrum.
There are two differences, however. One is superficial: that
models for power spectra are generally fewer, largely phe-
nomenological and often simpler than those used for energy
spectra. The other is fundamental: that the values of power es-
timates in frequency channels are distributed neither as Poisson
nor as normal variables, but are instead related to χ2 and expo-
nential distributions. The reason is that each power estimate is
calculated from a sum of squared standard normal variates.
For an ensemble of detected events, each with its own arrival
time, the simplest way to calculate the power of the fundamental
harmonic at a given frequency f , is to map each arrival time ti
to its phase φi within the periodic cycle that corresponds to that
frequency (p = 1/ f ), and calculate the Rayleigh statistic (Leahy
et al. 1983):
R2 = 2N(C2 + S2) (2)
whereC and S are defined as:
C =
1
N
N∑
i=1
cosφi and S =
1
N
N∑
i=1
sinφi. (3)
First, the expectation value of the functions cosφ and sinφ
is zero: 〈cosφ〉 = 〈sinφ〉 = 0. Therefore, so are those of C and
S. Second, the variances of cosφ and sinφ both equal one half:
V[cosφ] = V[sinφ] = 1/2. Therefore, those of C and S are a
factor of N times smaller: V[C] = V[S] = 1/2N. Finally, since
V[mX] =m2V[X], where m is a numerical constant, the scaled
variables c =
√
2N ·C and s=√2N · S have a variance of one:
V[
√
2N ·C] = V[√2N ·S] = 2N ·V[C] = 1.
Note however, that the phases are uniformly distributed be-
tween 0 and 2pi, and the sine and cosine are distributed between
−1 and 1 with their characteristic, symmetric U-shaped distri-
bution with minimum at 0, and rising slowly toward the edges
where it peaks very sharply. It is the summing and averaging of
several identically distributed values that yields the two normal
variablesC and S, and standard normal c and s.
This implies that:
R2 = c2 + s2 = 2NC2 +2NS2 = 2N(C2 + S2)
is the sum of the squares of two standard normal variables.
Squaring a standard normal yields a χ2 variable with one de-
gree of freedom (dof). Summing χ2 variables yields another χ2
variable with a number of dof that is the sum of the dof of the
variables being summed (illustration in Figure 3). Therefore,
the power being the sum of two χ21 variables is χ
2
2 distributed
with a mean and standard deviation of two (variance of four).
This is convenient due to the simplicity of the purely exponen-
tial χ22 density function:
χ22(x) =
1
2
e−x/2. (4)
The caveat here is that this is only true if the power estimates
at different frequencies are independent, which is only true for
non-variable processes: the same kind that lead to a globally
flat power spectrum with equal power at all frequencies. This
is therefore an ideal case that should be treated as such, and not
given more attention than it deserves. Nonetheless, it is instruc-
tive and illustrates how normal, χ2 and exponential probability
densities can be related.
A natural choice for a general χ2 fit statistic is twice the neg-
ative of the log-likelihood of Equation (A17), K = −2lnL, and
dropping the term that does not depend on the parameters ki
yields:
K = −2
∑
i
[(
ki
2
−1
)
lnxi −
ki
2
ln2− lnΓ
(
ki
2
)]
. (5)
Just as the C statistic is optimal for Poisson distributed data
because it is derived from the likelihood function, which is in
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Figure 4. Illustration of periodogram powers of astrophysical red noise as scaled χ22 variables using a 43 ks observation of Mkn 421 XMM-Newton. Panel (a) shows
the Reflecting Grating Spectrometer time series in rates (0.3–2 keV with 85 s bins). In black are the measured data and in red are those that result from applying a
Kalman filter (Kalman 1960), which very effectively suppresses the white noise scatter (see also Konig & Timmer 1997), and thus allows for a better constrained fit
on the resultant periodogram that is shown in panel (b) with the best fit power-law model. Panel (c) is the distribution of de-trended periodogram powers overlaid with
the analytical form of the χ22 density function. The excess power at the lowest frequency, about 12 times above the best-fit in panel (b), is due to the global trend in
the time series marked by a large difference between the start and end of the observation, and is seen in the right hand tail and greatest value in the histogram in panel
(c). (A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
turn derived from the probability density for Poisson variables,
the K statistic is optimal for χ2 distributed data for the same
reason. It is optimal for fitting a model to a set of measure-
ments that are samples of random χ2 variables with potentially
different dof ki in each channel i.
Now, a much more common and also more general case than
that of the flat spectrum of a non-variable process, is that of a
power-law distribution of power estimates as a function of fre-
quency usually called red noise in Astrophysics (see the highly
sophisticated work by Vaughan (2010) on a Bayesian approach
to evaluating the significance of an almost or strictly periodic
signal in red noise for a discussion of its properties). The ideal
case of a globally flat power spectrum considered above is the
simplest manifestation of a red noise process: that with a spec-
tral index of zero. The power values in red noise are related
to one another in a well-defined manner through the relation
Power ∝ f −α, where f is the frequency and α is the power
spectral index. This is a model that describes the shape of the
underlying power spectrum; not the shape of any particular pe-
riodogram that serves as an estimate of it, subject to various
degradation factors, distortions and statistical fluctuations.
As is the case for the likelihood, the absolute value of the
power in the periodogram is not meaningful: it is only the rela-
tive power at a frequency compared to that at another that car-
ries meaning. Therefore, any normalization factor appropriate
for the application can be used to scale the periodogram up or
down. The key, however, is that we are working with scaled
χ22 variables. This is demonstrably true for astrophysical red
noise (Figure 4), because dividing the power estimates in each
channel by the best-fit power-law model yields values that are
χ22 distributed.
5 This would also be true for any power spectral
shape if the process can be considered as one of simply scaling
the basic χ22 variable that results from summing two squared
standard normal variables by the underlying model, whatever
the shape. This is indeed what we have always seen in our work
in the frequency domain, and thus assume this to be generally
the case.6
5 It is necessary to demonstrate this relationship using real data, because
many algorithms used to generate power-law noise, as the one commonly used
by Timmer & Koenig (1995), are precisely like this by construction, for the
Fourier components are generated by multiplying the model spectrum at each
frequency by pseudo-random standard normal variates, one for the phase and
one for the amplitude. Squaring and summing to get the power and then divid-
ing by the best-fit power-law model will always give χ22 distributed powers.
6 Duvall & Harvey (1986) and Anderson et al. (1990) discuss this issue and
Therefore, whether or not we have a model describing the
power spectral shape, we work with the power estimates at a
given frequency as though they were χ22 variables scaled differ-
ently in each channel. This implies they are distributed accord-
ing to the exponential density function (A20), that their joint
likelihood function is given by Equation (A23), and thus the
log-likelihood by Equation (A24):
lnL(τ |x) = −
∑
i
(lnτi + xi/τi).
In the periodogram, xi is the measured, and τi is the model-
predicted power in frequency channel i. We can therefore con-
struct another fit statistic specifically for fitting periodograms
based on this expression (Duvall & Harvey (1986) also derive
and use this statistic; see also Barret & Vaughan (2012)) as was
done above with K for the general case of differentχ2 variables,
but now for the general case of a collection of exponentially dis-
tributed variables, such that B = −2lnL:
B = 2
∑
i
(lnτi + xi/τi). (6)
When working with a power spectral model, the B statistic is
used to continuously compare the observed with the predicted
distribution of powers in the periodogram, as is done with the
C statistic in the case of Poisson distributed events in an en-
ergy spectrum, or the K statistic for χ2 distributed measure-
ments more generally. Sensitivity to detect changes in the over-
all shape of the spectrum increases quickly with the number of
iterations. However, fluctuations in the power estimates in each
channel always remains important due to the intrinsically high
variance of exponential variables for which the standard devi-
ation is equal to the decay constant (µ = τ, σ2 = τ 2 and thus
σ = τ ).
As a demonstration, we consider a hypothetical observation
in X-rays of a bright (500 s−1) accreting system whose variable
emission comes mostly from two components: the accretion
disk, and the hot and turbulent gas in the inner flow. In both, the
emission processes are connected on all timescales, and thus
each gives rise to a red noise component. The accretion disk is
much larger in extent and has a sharp inner radius. It dominates
at lower frequencies with a power-law index α = −1, and has
a high-frequency cutoff beyond which it does not contribute to
the power spectrum. The turbulent inner flow is much smaller
also adopt this position.
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Figure 5. The top row shows the time series of the entire observation (binned to a resolution of 5 s for clarity of presentation); the periodogram made from the
Kalman-filtered, 0.05 s resolution time series of the event arrival times; and the power at 1 Hz estimated at 10 s intervals from the Rayleigh periodogram of the event
arrival times as a function of time. The bottom row shows a zoom on the time series during the transient QPO from its start at 485 s until its end at 515 s after the start
of the observation; the periodogram of the Kalman-filtered 0.05 s resolution time series; and the log-likelihood as a function of time where only detections beyond the
established threshold are shown. The QPO is characterized by 30 cycles of an almost periodic signal centered on 1 Hz with a standard deviation of 1/20 about that
frequency and a pulsed fraction of 27%.
in extent because it is bounded by the inner edge of the disk.
Its emission is more variable and dominates the high-frequency
part of the spectrum with a power-law index α = −3.
In this case, we are interested in monitoring the range of fre-
quencies between 0.1 and 10 Hz for the appearance of a weak,
short-lived, transient QPO that we expect to appear at or very
near the break in the power spectrum at 1 Hz, which marks the
boundary between the disk and the turbulent inner flow. For
this, we make a periodogram every 10 s with the events accu-
mulated during this time interval, and monitor the power at one
or any number of frequencies. Because we are interested in a
short-lived QPO, the strategy is different than for the previous
example of the time series: we cannot rely on the transient per-
sisting in more than one “measurement”, and therefore must es-
tablish a single detection threshold that is constraining enough
for our application. This threshold is established using simula-
tions. We have done this for the power at 1 Hz, the frequency
of interest for us here, to first determine the average expected
power (35), and then establish a threshold (log-likelihood of
−10.1, and thus a likelihood of 4.1× 10−5) that ensures a level
of false detections of 5%.
The observation and the analysis are presented in Figure 5
in which we see that the transient QPO is clearly detected in
the likelihood monitoring, but, as should be expected from its
very short lifetime, is not at all evident in the periodogram of
the entire observations, even though it is indeed present. It is
important to emphasize once more that to maximize the power
of this method, the detection strategy must be devised and opti-
mized for the application.
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Treating and interpreting data as statistical evidence in seek-
ing to further our understanding of physical processes and of
the behavior of complex systems such as those we observe in
astrophysics, using all the information carried by these data, is
most directly done through the use of the likelihood function
appropriately chosen according to the statistical distribution of
the random variable that is measured. This approach yields
a most powerful and effective means for treating any kind of
data, because no information about the process under investiga-
tion is left out or ignored, nor degraded in any way; everything
is seamlessly taken into consideration and into account in the
statistical decision-making process. This is particularly appro-
priate for the search and identification of transient phenomena
in all data domains of interest in astrophysics (temporal, spa-
tial, energy, and frequency), and this is what we have tried to
demonstrate.
The method presented is well suited to handle the first two
classes of transients that have a non-variable background, be
it nil or of some constant level, without any further consid-
erations. Evidently, in this as in any other method, the iden-
tification efficiency ultimately depends very intimately on the
relative strength of the transient signal. Identifying transients
with the described procedures is perfectly suited for analyzing
archival data, where the data sets are already complete and well
defined. It is, however, also powerful for real-time applications,
maybe especially so. Handling the third class of transients char-
acterized by a variable background requires additional care, as
discussed in the Section 2. Here are some additional considera-
tions:
If the process is variable but predictable as with a sinusoidal
modulation, for example, then this is a simple extension of the
procedure using a model, but in which it itself evolves as a func-
tion of time; the formalism is otherwise identical. If the process
is variable and unpredictable, it implies that the measurements
in each pixel or channel are not distributed according to a par-
ticular and unchanging probability distribution. Instead, even
though it may belong to a given family of distributions based on
9
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the nature of the process, it will inevitably have a hybrid shape
due to the changes in that process as a function of time which
we must model empirically. Therefore, each pixel or channel is
treated individually, but because we have no a priori expression
for the likelihood function, the intensity and how it is distributed
can be characterized approximately using the runningmean and
variance.
For highly variable processes, where deviations in shape from
known probability distributions are large, looking at the distri-
bution of measured values per pixels or channel does not make
much sense because the changing intensity in each is like a
very small window onto complex interactions that give rise to
variable emission that cannot be described by random variables
with stationary probability distributions. Doing this is very lim-
ited in usefulness even when it is possible to find a function that
can be fitted to the distribution of measured intensities such as a
log-normal distribution, for example. However, a variable pro-
cess can be highly non-stationary in the time domain, but sta-
tionary in frequency space, having a power spectrum that does
change in time. This is analogous to a variable point source
whose intensity varies markedly in successive images but whose
location in the sky remains the same, and whose shape as it ap-
pears in each image is as always given by the instrument’s PSF.
Combining the information carried by the data in the time and
frequency domains, and treating it simultaneously in the fash-
ion described in this paper is certainly a most powerfulmeans of
analysis for detecting transient features in highly variable pro-
cesses.
Note that, as alluded to in Section 2, the crucial elements in
working with variable processes are the timescales involved: in
this application, that of the transient with respect to that of the
variability. More specifically, since the stationarity of the prob-
ability distribution can be considered as being a function of the
timescale at which the process is viewed, in general it is pos-
sible to have a running estimation of that probability distribu-
tion which is stationary up to a given timescale, but evolves on
longer timescales. In this way, the likelihood function and all
the associated statistics are well defined at any point in time,
and the method becomes a more general, time-dependent form
of the procedure presented. As stated, details relating to this
will be presented elsewhere.
The generality and wide applicability of the method we pre-
sented in this paper, can also be viewed as its primary limita-
tion. This is not unlike the majority of statistical methods with
a specific purpose, and is related, very simply in this case, to
the fact that there are various kinds of transients, and we want
to detect them all with maximum sensitivity. Therefore, as was
shown in both the case of a transient in a time series and in a
power spectrum, the power of the method relies on simulations
for an accurate estimation of the statistics of the process, and for
defining the detection thresholds, that will in general be geared
toward a certain class of events. Nonetheless, there are in prin-
ciple no limits to the number of automated searches that can
be performed in parallel, for any given data set or application.
Furthermore, the generality of the formalism is such that it can
be applied to identifying transients in other parameter spaces,
where the independent variable is not time.
Another limitation relates to the full reliance on well-defined
statistics because the likelihood function otherwise simply can-
not be constructed. Although this may not appear to be an im-
portant factor in many methods commonly used, the truth is that
it always is, but it is not necessarily recognized because of the
generalized implicit assumption of normal statistics. The peri-
odogram is an excellent example of the importance of using the
correct probability distribution.
Having recognized that the power values in a frequency chan-
nel of any periodogram are exponentially distributed with a
mean given by the expected power in that channel, the one-sided
tail probability of finding a power value of 60 or greater, for in-
stance, when the expectation is 30, is 0.135 or 13.5%, which
everyone would agree is definitely not worthy of even a second
glance in terms of “statistical significance”. However, using
normal statistics (mean power of 30 and standard deviation of√
30, say), finding a value of 60 or greater is a 5.47σ result with
a probability of about 10−8.
Therefore, although this limitation could be a weakness of
the method in certain circumstances, it is clearly also a strength
that highlights a very fundamental point which should rightly be
incorporated in any statistical method: that of using the correct
statistics. We believe this likelihood-based approach is a way
forward, and will prove to be very valuable in many applications
where transients and outliers are of importance.
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APPENDIX
A. PROBABILITY DENSITY AND LIKELIHOOD
FUNCTIONS OF POISSON, NORMAL, χ2,
EXPONENTIAL AND INVERSE-EXPONENTIAL
VARIABLES
A.1. Poisson Variables
The Poisson probability density function is given by
f (n;ν) =
νne−ν
n!
, (A1)
where n is a random variable representing the number of de-
tected counts during a specific time interval—a positive inte-
ger; and ν is the rate parameter that represents the number of
counts expected in the same time interval—a positive real num-
ber. The likelihood function for a single measurement is given
by the density function, as proportional to it in the sense de-
scribed in Section 2.2:
L(ν|n)∝ f (n;ν) = ν
ne−ν
n!
. (A2)
The semicolon is used to separate n and ν to indicate that
ν is a parameter and not a variable, and that its value must be
fixed in order to know the form of a specific density function.
It is not a conditional probability of a bivariate normal density
function, for example, where we fix the value of y and look
at the density function for x, and is written f (x|y). To write
the likelihood function, we use L(ν|n) to indicate that it is a
function of the parameter ν given the measured data that is now
fixed. We generally use “=” instead of “∝” for simplicity.
For more than one measurement, a vector of measurements n
where each is now identified by the subscript i, the likelihood
function is
L(ν|n) =
∏
i
νni e−ν
ni!
. (A3)
If we are instead working with a model and comparing the mea-
sured number of events with what the model predicts in each
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channel of a spectrum, for example, then each measurement ni
is compared with the model-predicted parameter νi, and the ex-
pression for the joint likelihood becomes
L(ν |n) =
∏
i
νi
ni e−νi
ni!
. (A4)
It is often convenient to work with the natural logarithm of
the likelihood function in which products become sums, ratios
become differences, and powers become products. The log-
likelihood function for Poisson variables is therefore given by:
lnL(ν |n) =
∑
i
[ni ln(νi)− νi − ln(ni!)] . (A5)
Note that in this and all other cases, if we use the log-likelihood
function as the basis for a minimization algorithm in fitting a
model to data, we are comparing different values of the result-
ing log-likelihood for a particular parameter value with that re-
sulting from another. Since this is done by calculating the dif-
ference between them, it implies that constant terms—those that
do not involve the parameter—do not contribute, and can there-
fore be dropped from the expression of the log-likelihood, now
used as the basis of a fit statistic.
A.2. Normal Variables
The univariate normal probability density function is
g(x;µ,σ) =
1√
2piσ2
e−(x−µ)
2/2σ2 , (A6)
where the variable x is a real number, µ is the mean, and σ the
standard deviation. There are now two parameters, µ and σ,
instead of a single one as for the Poisson distribution. Because
the two parameters are independent, (in practice only for a large
enough number of measurements), the likelihood function can
be expressed for either one of them (fixing the other) or for both,
in which case, for a single measurement, it is:
L(µ,σ|x)∝ g(x;µ,σ) = 1√
2piσ2
e−(x−µ)
2/2σ2 (A7)
and for a collection of measurements it becomes
L(µ,σ|x) =
∏
i
1√
2piσ2
e−(xi−µ)
2/2σ2 . (A8)
Note that we could drop the constant 1/
√
2pi because the scale
of the likelihood function can be normalized as we desire, but
we keep it in order to retain the same form as the density func-
tion. If we are comparing each of the N measurements with the
model-predicted values (we need to specify both µi and σi for
each values xi), the likelihood function is
L(µ,σ |x) =
∏
i
1√
2piσi2
e−(xi−µi)
2/2σ2i (A9)
and the log-likelihood is therefore given by
lnL(µ,σ |x) = −1
2
(
N ln(2pi)+
∑
i
[
ln(σ2i )+ (xi −µi)
2/σ2i
])
.
(A10)
A.3. Pearson Type III or χ2 Variables
The χ2 probability density function is given by
f (x;k) =
1
2k/2Γ(k/2)
xk/2−1e−x/2, (A11)
where the variable x, is equal or greater than zero and continu-
ous on the real line, and the parameter k, called the number of
degrees of freedom (dof) of the distribution, is traditionally de-
fined to be a positive integer, but can be any positive real number
(how it is used here). As is the case for the Poisson distribution,
the parameter determines the shape of the curve.
The Γ function is a generalized factorial defined as
Γ(x) =
∫
∞
0
e−ttx−1dt (A12)
and has the following relations:
Γ(x +1) = xΓ(x), Γ(n) = (n −1)! and Γ(1/2) =
√
pi. (A13)
The single-measurement likelihood function is therefore
L(k|x)∝ f (x;k) = 1
2k/2Γ(k/2)
xk/2−1e−x/2 (A14)
and the joint likelihood for multiple measurements is
L(k|x) =
∏
i
1
2k/2Γ(k/2)
x
k/2−1
i e
−xi/2. (A15)
For the general case of a collection of samples drawn from
different χ2 distributions, each with a given value of k, the joint
likelihood function is given by the generalization of Equation
(A15) where k is replaced by ki:
L(k|x) =
∏
i
1
2ki/2Γ(ki/2)
x
ki/2−1
i e
−xi/2. (A16)
Taking the natural logarithm and simplifying the expression us-
ing the properties of the logarithm yields the log-likelihood:
lnL(k|x) =
∑
i
[(
ki
2
−1
)
lnxi −
xi
2
−
ki
2
ln2− lnΓ
(
ki
2
)]
,
(A17)
where lnΓ(z) is available in most programming environments,
but can also be approximated by
lnΓ(z)≈ (z −1/2) lnz − z + 1
2
ln(2pi). (A18)
Substituting z = ki/2 gives
lnΓ
(
ki
2
)
≈ 1
2
(ki −1) ln
(
ki
2
)
−
ki
2
+
1
2
ln(2pi). (A19)
In all equations, ki is the model-predicted numbers of dof in
channel i, and xi is the value of the random variable measured
in that channel. This implies that there is for each channel a
different value of the parameter k and a single measurement x. If
there are several measurements for each channel, then each one
would have a joint-likelihood function L(ki|x) resulting from the
product of j measurements. The overall joint-likelihood would
then be the product of these joint-likelihoods per channel.
The χ2 distribution is a single-parameter function: its mean
is the number of dof, and the variance is twice that. This im-
plies a large scatter about the mean that is proportional to it in
amplitude. The mode—the most likely value where the prob-
ability peaks—is not the mean as for the normal and Poisson
distributions; it is given by max(k −2, 0).
A.4. Exponential Variables
The exponential probability density is given by
f (x;τ ) =
1
τ
e−x/τ , (A20)
where x is the random variable—a real number greater or equal
to zero, and τ—a real number greater than zero, is called the de-
cay constant because it defines the speed at which the function
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decays. Both the mean and standard deviation of the distribu-
tion equal τ , the variance equals τ2, and the mode is always
zero.
Of particular relevance here is that inter-arrival times of a ho-
mogeneous Poisson process with mean rate µ are exponentially
distributed according to τ = 1/µ. So, naturally, µ = 1/τ .
The single-measurement likelihood function is
L(τ |x)∝ f (x;τ ) = 1
τ
e−x/τ . (A21)
The joint-likelihood of a set of measurements drawn from the
same distribution (same τ , same frequency channel) is the prod-
uct of the individual probabilities:
L(τ ) =
∏
i
1
τ
e−xi/τ . (A22)
The joint-likelihood for a set of measurements—one pair (xi, τi)
per channel—is given by
L(τ ) =
∏
i
1
τi
e−xi/τi . (A23)
The corresponding log-likelihood function is given by
lnL(τ ) = −
∑
i
(lnτi + xi/τi). (A24)
A.5. Inverse-exponential Variables
The inverse-exponential density function is
f (x;t) =
t
x2
e−t/x, (A25)
where x is the random variable—a real number strictly greater
than zero, and t—a real number greater or equal to zero, is the
parameter of the distribution. Analogously to the exponential,
both the mean and standard deviation are equal, but are given
by the value of 2t, the variance is therefore 4t2, and the mode,
unlike the exponential, equals t/2.
In relation to a homogeneous Poisson process with mean rate
µ, taking the inverse of the inter-arrival times to compute instan-
taneous rates will yield an inverse-exponential distribution with
a mean of 2t = 2µ. So, in this case, µ = t, and the distribution’s
peak or mode is at t/2, therefore µ/2.
The single-measurement likelihood function is
L(t|x)∝ f (x;t) = t
x2
e−t/x. (A26)
The joint-likelihood of a set of measurements drawn from the
same distribution, as in all cases, is the product of the individual
probabilities:
L(t) =
∏
i
t
xi2
e−t/xi . (A27)
The joint-likelihood for a set of measurements and model
expectations—one pair (xi, ti) per channel—is given by
L(t ) =
∏
i
ti
xi2
e−ti/xi . (A28)
And the corresponding log-likelihood function is given by
lnL(t ) =
∑
i
(lnti −2lnxi − ti/xi). (A29)
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